President Claims CrimeWar Gains

The President's Defense Department has made significant progress in combating the crime wave, as evidenced by the recent arrest of two major drug leaders. The Department has been working closely with local law enforcement agencies to ensure a coordinated approach to the problem. The President has also declared a state of emergency in certain areas, allowing for additional resources to be directed towards crime prevention and control.

New Group Meets

A new group, the Crime Prevention Task Force, has been formed to address the growing crime problem. The group includes representatives from law enforcement agencies, social services, and community organizations. Its goal is to develop comprehensive strategies to reduce crime rates and improve public safety.

Inside News

CoPTA Growth

The CoPTA (Coalition of Police and Teachers for Action) has seen a significant increase in membership. The organization is dedicated to improving the working conditions and rights of police and teachers in the state. The growth is attributed to increased awareness of the need for better support for public safety workers.

Nazi's Plotted U.S. Bombing

The Nazi government has been revealed to have plotted the bombing of the United States. The plot was uncovered by international intelligence agencies, which intercepted the communications and discovered the plans. The leaders of the plot are being arrested and will face justice for their crimes.

Relief Expected

The United Nations has announced that relief efforts in the region affected by the recent natural disaster are progressing well. The relief agencies are working diligently to provide food, water, and medical assistance to the affected communities. The global community is responding generously, and the situation is expected to improve in the coming weeks.

Talks 'Serious'

In a recent development, talks between the two groups in conflict have been described as serious. However, there are concerns about the sincerity of the talks, and the outcome remains uncertain. Both sides are reportedly committed to finding a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

Poll Shows Mckown Making Gain

A new poll shows that Mckown is gaining support in the upcoming election. The results indicate a shift in public opinion, with Mckown's popularity increasing in recent weeks. The poll suggests that Mckown may be a strong contender in the race.

How Onassis Wrecked Daughter's Marriage

Ari Rules With 'Naked Fear'

The controversial marriage of Aristotle Onassis and his first wife, Christina Onassis, has taken a dark turn. Ari, known for his extravagant lifestyle and his relationships with women, has been accused of exploiting his daughter's marriage for his own gain. Christina, once a beloved daughter, has been reduced to a puppet in her father's hands.
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Candidates Even In College Poll

Sale! Sew all the new stretch fabrics. And stretch your budget, too.

Sale $129

Sale 74¢

JCPenney

We know what you're looking for.
Do Special Laws Protect or Stifle Women?

National Briefs

2 Satellites Go into Orbit

Carpets Scoop Oil From Rivers

POW Kin Bao Antwerp Leaders

Mrs. McGovern Leaves Hospital

FTC Hit For Detergent "Deal"

St. Louis Paper Bags McGovern

5 Guards Hurt In Prison Revolt

The name says it all: Iceberg 10

Upholstery Sale

Iceberg 10

Icy Menthol flavor and only 10 mg tar

Cigarettes

Order 800 or more from Sears Christmas Wish Book and get a $5 discount!

Sears

World Briefs

Crash Claims At Least 176

Last Of Two Ports

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
ONLY 15 MORE DAYS

Sears

Parking Garages Shift Into High Gear

Sears

Zales 49th Anniversary Event

The name says it all: Iceberg 10

The time to order her "Ring of Life" for Christmas!
No Fun If You Have To Do It

The article discusses the idea that there are times when a task must be done, and it can be unbearably painful. It suggests that sometimes people must perform duties they do not enjoy, and it can be a challenge to manage one's attitude and motivation in such situations.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Misdemeanor

The article provides information about a misdemeanor case that is currently under investigation. It mentions the possible severe consequences for the involved individuals, alongside discussions about the legal and ethical implications.

Boardwalk Inflation-Proof

Some things cost a lot of money. It is mentioned that the cost of the Boardwalk is significant, and it is crucial to ensure that it remains affordable for everyone.

State Editors Say

Anti-Bus Bill Out of Gas

The article mentions the failure of an anti-bus bill, highlighting the collapse of its support and the reasons behind its downfall. It discusses the potential impact of this development on the future of transportation policies.

Quotes

A selection of quotes from various sources is presented, including a comment on the importance of providing financial aid to the poor, a statement about the need for better public transportation in Oklahoma City, and a quote by President John F. Kennedy praising the efforts of American workers.

The Oklahoman

Bill Thorp

Voter's go to the polls.

The article reviews a situation that requires careful consideration, mentioning the consequences of making an incorrect decision. It emphasizes the importance of being well-informed and thoughtful when making choices.

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Vietnam Leaders Live In Luxury

The article discusses the living conditions of top political leaders in Vietnam, focusing on their luxurious lifestyle. It highlights the disparity between their lavish lifestyle and the hardships faced by the common people.

Stop Sign Crash Kills Driver, 72

The article reports on a tragic accident involving a stop sign crash, resulting in the death of a 72-year-old driver. It provides details about the accident's circumstances, the impact on the victim's family, and the legal implications.

Think Thins

Oklahoma’s Only Complete Daily TV Listings

The article provides a comprehensive daily TV listing for Oklahoma, outlining various programs and their schedules.

Tombs Have Telephone

American Party Hopeful To Visit

The article mentions plans for an American Party hopeful to visit the area, discussing the potential impact of their presence and their contributions to the local community.

Plains Reported Changing To Oil

The article reports on the change of plains to oil, discussing the economic implications and shifts in the industry.
OCC Symposium Set

Talk Slated On Diabetes
An area expert on the disease will discuss the many aspects of diabetes and the recent progress made in its control.

Book Calls Him 'Super-Kraut'
Kissinger 'Hired Gun'

STEERS READY, BUT SO WERE SOONERS

TOM WRIGHT

A'S GO TWO-UP IN SERIES

Dallas Dumps
Baltimore, 21-0

Rudi's Homer, Fielding Gem
Net 2nd Win

CHIEFS LOSE BY PASS THEFT

Griese Is Hurt

Angered Dolphins
Jar Chargers, 24-10

Giants Stymie 49ers

Huskies Humiliate Tigers, 62-0, In 'Reminder'
Wiseman Boots Windy, Record 57-Yarder

Rudi'll Take 'Em Both

Fran's Late Pass Gives Vikings Win

Griese Out For Year?

Skins Muffle Cards

Riggins Aids Jet Rout

Darnell: 'Bomber Performance Poorest Of Year'

El Reno Tilt With Altus Looms Big

Turnovers Give Rams A Victory

Raiders Hit Bills, 28-16

Grant New Name In Mid-State Race

Bears Led By Douglass

Esposito Sparks Win For Bruins

West Fuels Lakers Win

US Cops Davis Cup

Real Estate and Consolidation

Loans To $10,000.00 Up To 5 Years To Pay

City Finance

Does More Than Help Shrink Swelling Of Hemorrhoidal Tissue Due To Infection

Alcoa Forest Products, Temporary Relief In Many Gases From Blood Bleeding in St. Thomas

Firestone

Attention owners of PICKUPS, VANS and CAMPERS!

TRUCK TIRE NEW TREADS

$17.50

$19.50

POLLIES TV WHEEL PACKAGE

$99.95

City Finance

 Alps Wheel Packages

V WHEEL PACKAGE

$74.95

$74.95

Pay Less and get new truck tire quality features!
$30 Trade-In!

ON YOUR OLD DINETTE REGARDLESS OF AGE OR CONDITION

Each year Evans purchases more carloads of Dayton dinettes than any dealer in Oklahoma. Because of our huge purchases, Dayton offers us a quantity discount on 350,000 different dinettes which we pass along directly to our customers. For this special event, we’ve purchased THREE CARLOADS OF DAYSTROM DINETTES — AN ENTIRE WAREHOUSE FULL — and our prices are even lower!

THREE CARLOADS OF DAYSTROM DINETTES

Any one back chair and a breany\r
back panel or a Doolin Pineapple
papicabale or any six Seam¬
less back chair and a bon¬
net in a Willow White with
"Design in Willow" or a
Harvest Gold + a lot of things for
very little.$99

TRADE-IN PRICE
$125 WITHOUT TRADE-IN

FOLLOWS DINETTES are made to sell for $99

The longer the family, the more value will come from these beautiful, American-made, quality-constructed Doolin Pineapple paparicabale, 350,000 different dinettes, which are passed on to our customers from these carloads. These carloads are made to sell for $99.

TRADE-IN PRICE
$175 WITHOUT TRADE-IN

EVANS furniture revolution
800 South Western • 500 West Main

232-2465 OPEN DAILY 10 TO 9 SUNDAY 1 TO 7 • CONVENIENT TERMS • FREE PARKING

Prams not J.O.E. but there is a 60-day return privilege. Please ask for details. Free delivery during the month of October.